Abstract This thesis presents a dynamical system approach to learning forward and inverse models in associative recurrent neural networks. Ambiguous inverse models are represented by multi-stable dynamics. Random projection networks, i.e. reservoirs, together with a rigorous regularization methodology enable robust and efficient training of multistable dynamics with application to movement control in robotics.
Revival of Associative Memories
Learning of inverse models is important in many application domains. Ambiguity of inverse relations is commonly tackled by multiple experts or probabilistic models. Ambiguity resolution then requires additional circuitry. Major contributions of this thesis are (i) the associative modeling of ambiguous mappings, (ii) the robust and efficient learning of R.F. Reinhart ( ) Bielefeld, Germany e-mail: freinhart@uni-bielefeld.de url: http://pub.uni-bielefeld.de/publication/2459413 network dynamics in one shot, (iii) revealing the strong ties between regularization and stability, and (iv) the dynamical resolution of ambiguities with application to flexible robot control.
Learning ambiguous inverse models is tackled by an adaptive dynamical system approach to bidirectional association which treats inputs and outputs as parts of a larger recurrent neural network. The combined representation of inputs and outputs resolves the non-convexity problem of learning ambiguous relations. Input-driven association thereby enables the learning of smooth mappings in contrast to traditional associative memories: The network dynamically inserts estimated values for unspecified network parts in a recursive feedback loop (cf. Fig. 1 (left) ). These output feedback dynamics can be multi-stable and represent ambiguous relations (cf. Fig. 1 (right) ). Ambiguity resolution is based on the system state which serves as short-term memory and results in a coherent ambiguity resolution. 
Dynamical Systems for Robotic Control
Output feedback is a key ingredient in the context of bidirectional association but entails the problem of error amplification. Error amplification is formalized under the notion of output feedback stability (cf. Fig. 2(a) ) and resolved by a rigorous regularization concept based on a novel and efficient one-shot learning method which exploits the deeper connection between regularization of the learning and stability of the network dynamics.
The proposed methodology is applied to movement generation of robotic manipulators in a feedback control framework. The approach solves both the coordinate transformation problem and the problem of trajectory formation. The dynamical system provides a generic primitive for humanlike reaching movements (Fig. 2(b) ). Multi-stable dynamics render control flexible by exploiting manipulator redundancies (cf. Fig. 2(c) ). Dynamical modeling of ambiguous mappings is a key contribution and emphasizes the capabilities of dynamical systems in contrast to non-dynamic models.
